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AN EARLY BRONZE AGE SETTLEMENT IN 
SOUTHWESTERN TRANSDANUBIA 

Maria Bondar 

A brief g lance at the maps in the various 
studies dealing with the prehistoric cuhures 
ofTransdanubia shows that its southwestern 
;orca continues to be a "terra incognita". 

Bronze Age sites began to dot the distri 
butions m<1ps of the region <IS a resuh of 
systemat ic investigations during the past 
twemy years: topographic field surveys, the 
large-scale archaeologic<~l investigations and 
rescue excavations linked to the Lillie Balaton 
project , as well as the micro-regional 
invest igations supponed by the Nmional 
Research Fund (OTKA). This is especially 
exciting for the Early Bro nze Age 
inves tigation of prehistoric seulement 
pauerns that has long been a major topic of 
research. Because of the lack of sites, and 
for theoretical considerations, the resuhs of 
these surveys have been extrapolated for the 
less intensively investigated areas of Tr.ms
danubia - using various graphic techniques, 
such <IS hatching, screen pauerning and tint
ing - in various comprehensive studies, as 
well as in studies dealing with individual and 
smaller cultural units; this area has rarely been 
depicted as a "terra incognita", devoid of 
sites, renecting the actual state of research. 

In this paper I would like to present an Early 
Bronze Age senlemem from this area whose 
rich finds offer a ben er insight into the 
Somogyv{tr-Vinkovci cuhure. 

The site of Bor zonce lies in the centre of 
Za la county in a valley of the Hah6t basin: 
a small seulement half-way between Nagy
kanizsa and Zalaegerszeg. 

The extent of the site, on the basis of the 
surface pouery finds a nd burnt daub 
fragments, is estimated between 8 to I 0,000 
m' . About ten percent of the site has been 
investigated. 

Between 1988 and 1993 I uncovered 890 
m' of the senlement, roughly I 0 % of the 
total site, with a tota l of 35 senlement 
features. Dist inct ive Somogyvar-Vinkovci 
ponery wares were recovered from thiny 
pits. Ten Bronze Age pits only contained a 
handful of ponery sherds. whilst the o thers 
yielded an abundance of finds. Three pits 
were especially rich in finds. 

The Early Bronze Age pits were either rela
tively shallow, with straight walls and flat 
floors or deeper, beehive-shaped pits with a 
round openining, roughly 1.5 min diameter. 
Some o f these pits had a peculiar 
roundended "extension" with straight walls 
and flat floor whose function inclear. The 
fill matched that of the Early Bronze Age 

· features, and yielded only a few sherds . 

The features appeared as da rk soil patches, 
and Early Bronze Age finds were apparent 
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already at a depth of 0.40 m from the 
modern surface. The iill of these feat ures 
was reminiscent of a "layered cake". with 
scvcnr l distinct levels. In some features the 
base was dug out to form a bench or platform 
on one side. An intact cup or jug stood on 
the floor or some fe;otures. whereas in others 
the fragments of pots. c ups a nd bowls 
formed a dist inct cluster·. In one case a cup 
and a jug were l<tid to their side. with a larger 
stone lyi ng above them. 

I did not lind a ny features that can bt 
considered to be dwelling houses or above· 
ground structures. Only feature G. a l;uge. 
roughly recwngular femure with a "ter· 
raced" interior. can perhaps be interpreted 
as such on the basis or its dimensions and 
form: however. no postholes. and no wall 
or floor remains were noted. it is better 
considered as a large storage pit. Two ex· 
planations can be cited for the lack of 
habitation buildings: either they were log 
constructions (;m alternative that is. how· 
ever. contrad icted by the numerous burnt 
daub fragments found in the fe<tturcs) or that 
the houses are in the unexcavated area of 
the site. 

The finds from the fea tures form an 
extremely rich ;rssemblage. Over s ixty 
' 'essels were either found intact or could be 
assembled from their fragments: also among 
the linds was an intuct idol, the head of 
another. t he fragment of a wagon model, 
cl<ty wagon wheels. a clay mould, miniature 
an imal statuettes. spindle whorls. two stone 
axes and a few silex blades. 

The cer amic inventory from Borzo nce 
shows a wide range of forms. Most pottery 
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fragments came from s torage jars and 
pots. with a high number ofbowl 
fragmems.Jups. j uglers. cups and amphorae 
were fewer in number. similarly tocy/indrical 
jl(lSks. oil/amps and lids. No sharp distinction 
can be drawn between coarse and fine wares 
in tcnns of fabric and finish . The upper half of 
bowls . pots and large storage jars was 
smoothed. whilst their lower pan was rough· 
cned. either by a technique reminiscent of 
brushing. in an almost "barbotine'' technique 
or by applying another uneven day layer. 

Sand and crushed pebbles were used for 
tempering the clay. Vessels were iircd in 
one of two ways: liring in a reduced atmo· 
sphere gave colour shades nrnging from gre)' 
to black: in contrast. li ring in an oxid izing 
at mosphere resu lted in shades of ochre and 
orange. Both types of liring can be noted 
among jugs and bowls. as well as among 
pots and storage jars. 

The hitherto known Somogyvftr· Vi nkovci 
ceramic inventory has been enriched by 
newer types through the Borzonce li nds. 
offering a possibilit y for a more detailed 
typology. The variants of individ ual pottery 
types move on a wide scale. proving onc.e 
again that the ceramic inve ntory of this 
culture consists not merely of" handful of 
distinctive vessel types. but that the type 
variants add up to a wide nrnge of forms. 

A clay mould. used for casting pins. was 
recovered from feature ·o· of the Borzonce 
site. Moulds were generally manufactured 
from some du r;rble substance, generally 
stone. and clay moulds arc considerably less 
frequent. The reason that so few clay moulds 
h;rve survived might be sought in the fact 
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that they were liable to break and new ones 
had to be made from time to time - at the 
same time, the discarded and broken moulds 
otre seldom found in the course of 
excavations. An alternative possibility is that 
the fragmen ts of clay moulds that were 
deformed during C<tSting are not recognized 
for wl1<1 t they are and are not published 
owing to their deformation and coarse finish. 
The mould from Borzonce ort:ers new evi
dence for Early Bronze Age metalworking, 
indicating that bronze was used not only for 
the manufacture of jewellery and weapons, 
but also for some pin types that only gained 
wider currency in the later periods of the 
Bronze Age. It would appear that v;n·ious 
pins of southern o rigin first appeared un 
Transdanubia not with the Kisapostag 
culture, but much earlier. in the Somogyv;\r· 
Vinkovci culture. 

The mould from Borzonce is obviously 
unable to answer the question of whether 
metalworking was practiced by loca l or by 
migrant bronzesmiths. This find, however, 
does strongly argue in favour of local 
metallurgy, even if the possibility that 
individual metal articles reached a given 
sett lement through t rade cannot be rejected 
out of hand. 

The s mall animal figurines found at 
Borzonce mostly depict bovines, sheep, 
pigs. recognizable from their marked bristle, 
and dogs. These figurines share a feature 
that t he leds were not fitted to the body 
separately: the fore- and hind feet were 
pinched into form from the body. The sex 
of the male animals is st rongly emphasized. 
The schemati c modelling nonetheless 
renects important traits that bespeaks the 

sophisticat ion of the sculptors and a lso 
suggests that the in habitants of the Borzonce 
settlement lived in close quarters with these 
an imals and that their observation into diffi
culties. These small animal figurines were 
recovered from refuse features, toget her 
with pottery fragments: there were no 
indications whatsoever of cu ltic deposition. 
The economic and religious importance 
a tt ached to these animals undoubtedly 
differed from that of the Late Copper Age 
Baden culture. An ornamented figurine 
fragment, fou nd in a Glina Il l context, has 
been reported from Odaia T urcului, and 
simi lar animal statuettes are also known 
from the l;ttc Vucedol , Cotofcni and Glina 
111 -Schneckenbcrg cultures. Miniature 
animal statuettes, although in a somewhat 
different style, occur also later in the Hatvan 
cu lture. 

A wagon model came to light from the 
bottom of feature J, without any indical ion 
that this object had any special function. 
Contemporaneous an<o logies to the wagon 
model from Borzonce are known from the 
territo ry of present-day Romania (Kucsu
l[tta/Cuciulata, Szalacs/Salacea). 

The importance of the wagon model from 
Borzonce lies in the fact that it is the 
"missing link" between the Late Copper Age 
models from Budakah\sz and Szigetszent
miirton, and the Middle Bronze Age 
specimens, proving that wagons were not 
ent irely unknown in the Carpath ian Basin 
during the Early Bronze Age. 

Aside from the wagon model , a number of 
clay wheels, both intact ;ond fragmentary, 
were recovered from various settlement fea-
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tures. A total of seven intact <md nine frag
mentary wheels were found: their diameter 
varies between 3 em and 8 em. suggesting 
that the wagon models to which they had 
originally belonged also d iffered in s ize. 
Some six to eight wagon models can be 
assumed from the number of wheels. of 
which we only found a single one. Bearing 
in mind the number of wheels from other 
Somogyv{tr-Yinkovci sites, the probable 
number of wagon models is even higher. 

The fact that these wagon models some in 
varying sizes and have been almost without 
exception been found in refuse features 
would imply that carts and wagons were by 
th is time a natura l pan of d<ty to day life 
and that cult practices were no longer 
associated with them: they can even be seen 
as children's toys. 

It is generally accepted that these wagon 
model types originated in the Ancient Near 
East (Mesopotamia and Anatolia) since the 
earliest and most frequent occurrences and 
depictions of similar wagons are known 
from this area. Opinions are divided, how
ever, as to the exact route of their distribu
tion to the Carpathian Basin. Three major 
intermediate areas can be considered in this 
respect: the steppe area north of the Pontic, 
the Balkans or the Mediterranean and Italy. 
Of these. the Balkans seems to be the most 
probable .. seeing that the closest analogies 
come from the Glina III-Schneckenberg cul 
ture of Romania. 

One intact female idol a nd the head or 
a nother one was found at the Borzoncc site. 
The height of the intact female statuette is 
7 em. It s head is triangular and slight ly 
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thrown back. On the back of the head is the 
schematic depiction of a bun or a shawl , and 
she wore a long dress that reached to the 
ankles. The female char·acter is indicated by 
the depiction of breasts. The face is rather 
schemat ic, the nose is uncommonly large. 
Eyes are indicated by a pair of barely visible 
incisions, as if she wore a mask or a veil. 
The outstretched arms <~re no more than 
knob- like clay stumps. Similar to the 
pottery, the clay was tempered with crushed 
pebbles and quartzite. The characteristic 
thrown-back head of the Borzonce idol. as 
well <rS its modelling. suggests links with 
the Balk<rns and Anatolia. 

Research on the Somogyvitr-Vinkovci cul
ture both by Hung<r rian and other scholars 
is " mere thirty years old, and yet many 
studies have been devoted to the V<t rious 
aspects and problems of this excit ing period 
· the E<rl'ly Br·onze Age. 

A more detai led vers ion of thi s p<rper, 
complete with the history of resea rch. and a 
detailed evaluation of the finds, is scheduled 
for publication in volume 22 of Antaeus. 
the yearbook of the Archaeological Institute 
of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences. 

The m<tny studies devoted to the Ear l)• 
Bronze Age shows that no consensus has 
been reached on a number of major issues. 
especially the boundary between the Copper 
and the Bronze Age. 

A patchwork of widely diverse opinions can 
also be noted as far <tS absol ute chronology 
is concerned. A wide, several centuries long 
gap. unbridgable at present. separates the 
ad herents of the t raditional chronology 
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b«scd on historical sources and the advocates 
of the " C b<tscd chronology. 

Even though in the past few years there have 
seen a proliferation of studies on the Early 
Bronze Age and a number of conferences 
have been organized on this theme, site pub
lications have not kept up with new meth
odological considerations. This deficiency 
has become an element encumbering further 
research since there is no possibility for 
comparative analyses, e.g. the refinement of 
typology or more precise internall 
periodization. 

The new analogies for the Borzonce limb 
share the most similarit ies with finds from 
the l<tte Vucedol C and the Vinkovci A I 
period. sugge.sting the survival of Vucedol 
elements <tS late as the period represented 
by t he Borzonce site. Contact with t he 
Cotofeni culture. as well as with the Gyula· 
Rosia and the Belotic-Bela Crkva groups, 
the Ljubljana culture and the Proto·Nagyrev 
material is also be evident. 

The Borzonce finds seem to be most closely 
bound to the distant Glina 111-Schnecken
berg culture. The par<tllels to the w<tgon 
model, the wheels, the <tn imal statuettes, the 
idols. the metallurgy. the jugs, juglets and 
amphor<te tend to underline th is connection. 
This surprising st<ttemcnt can be more rea· 
dily <tccepted if we <tre prepared to disc<trd 
the st<tt ic. geographical appro<tch to chrono· 
logy. 

According to the chronologica l framework 
based on geographica l distance. sites lying 
farthe r from the main distribution are 
generally later than the central sites since 

the population gro ups of a given culture 
obviously migrated from the centre. 

The distance between Vi nkovci and 
PecsNagyirpad is roughly 120 km, and some 
I 05 km separate Vinkovci and Szava; in 
view of the contemporaneous modes of 
transport, and bearing in mind both the ob
stacles posed by uncharted, thick woods, 
marshland, swamps and unregulated rivers, 
and the advantages of wheeled transport 
through the use wagons, this distance could 
probably be covered within one or two 
weeks. Borzonce lies some 280 km away 
from Vinkovci, implying that this distance 
could be covered within a month! These dif
ferences of weeks or months are obviously 
untraceable in the archaeological record, but 
they do call for a break with, o r at least a 
reassessment of, this static approach. 

Accepting the above assumption, the 
Vinkovci A pottery cou ld have appeared 
fairl y qu ick ly in counties Baranya, Zala or 
even Fejer. (There is a general consensus 
that the ultimate reason for a large-sca le 
migration would have been the aggression 
of the southern population groups who had 
reached the Danube-Sava connuence.) 
Smaller migrations could haven been mo
tivated by a number of different · economic 
and human · reasons. Smaller migrations 
would also explain the presence of larger 
seulements and, also, of sites yielding but a 
handful of vessels and graves. This is per
haps the reason that liule is known about 
the cemeteries of the Somogyvar· Vinkovci 
culture, of formal cemeteries separate from 
the selllements exited at all, and the deceased 
were not buried outside the seulement in a 
wholly random place that is more difficult 



to locate. These smaller migrations could. 
obvioussly. also have involved the move
ment of a smaller group from Borzonce back 
to their kinsmen. colouring l:uer distribution 
maps wilh the occasional broken vessel or 
solitary grave. This would also explain the 
subtle regional differences within the appar
emly uniform assemblages. f'or "alien'' el
ements could easi ly have been added to the 
original ceramic inventory after an arrival 
to a new cuhur.1l environ men! through mar
riage. baner. or more deve loped forms of 
trade. etc. It is thi s hardly surprising that the 
Somogyvkr-Vinkovci culture has links with 
distant areas and regions. and that its move
ment and its "expansion" cannot be traced 
step by step in the intermediate areas. These 
rema.rks may well be self-evident: if so. they 
prove once again that prehistoric research 
does not always subscribe to an approach 
with living people in mind. 

When searching for distribution maps with 
actual Somogyvar-Vinkovci sites in earlier 
publications. I found that a comprehensive 
distribution map of this culture is lacking 
both in Hungarian and Yugoslavian studies. 
I have therefore attempted to complete a dis· 
tribution map on the basis of the published 
data. 

The centres that c:m be identified from the 
distribution map;, \\ere in my opinion 
established more or lc» contemponmeousl> . 
The Somogyvitr· Vinko,•ci culture encoun· 
tcred diverse populations in t hese areas. 
explaining local and regional v:triat iOn> in 
apparent uniformit} (>Outhcrn clement>). 

The an imal St<~tucttes. the "agon model and 
the mould found at Bbrtbncc represent new 

clements in the currently known material of 
the Somogyviir-Vinkovci culture. The cent· 
mic inventory too has been augmented by 
new forms: the vessel open at both ends. 
the vessel with a constricted neck. strainer 
bowl. oil lamp. pots. etc. The smal number 
of decorated vessels is also striking. 

Most interesting among the few decorated 
pottery fragments is the bowl fragment from 
feature J. ornamented on its exterior and 
interior. The deconllion of this fragment that 
probably comes from a carefu lly made 
l<>oted bowl recalls simi lar bowls from the 
Vucedol C per iod in Slovenia. The 
decoration pall ern is composed of hatched 
1riangles separated by bundles of incised 
liens and I he allernation of ornamented and 
unormomented fields. The fabric and orna· 
mentation differ from comparable Mak6 
bowls . Aside from Slovenian type late 
Vucedol innuenccs. Kostolac remin iscen
ces too can be noted in the ornamentation. 

Owing to the "Sterility" of the Borzoncc 
assemblage I have not addressed certain 
important issues. such as the interrelations 
between the Somogyv£tr· Vinkovci and 
111ak6 cultures. The common traits sha~ed 
by these two cultures (seulements of short 
life-span occupied by smaller communities. 
the paucity of settlement features. the few 
buildings. the lack of separate cemeteries. 
similarities between certain pottery forms 
and ornamental motifs, comparable life
ways. etc.) undoubtedly renect a common 
:utcestry. However. a more precise definition 
of this common ancestry is still lacking and 
migh1 not even be demonstrable using 
archaeological techniques. Accepting that 
t he general use of wagons made bot h 
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cultures more mobile, it is hardl y surprising 
that these common traits and elemems. the 
so-called cultural interrelations, are to be 
found in regions lying 2-300 km away from 
each ot he r a nd that the y cannot be 
demonstrated in the intermediate area. with 
only the occasional grave or pit marking the 
route of the migra tion . 

As a consequence. the role of certain ·'diag· 
nostic·· ceramic wares needs 10 be re-eva
lualed. First among these should be the 
occurrence of footed bowls decorated on 
their interior for their presence or absence 
in a given culture was taken 10 indicate 
chronological differences.The mapping of 
the distribution of this bowl type and the 
definition of the cultural context of its 
occurrences will undoubtedly offer a 
definitive answer as 10 whether this vessel 

type can be used as a clear-cut chronological 
indicator. The cylindrical flask. considered 
to be the type fossil of the Somogyvar
Vinkovci culture. must likewise be re
evaluated. This pollCI")' type is present in the 
late Vucrdol period, in the Mak6 culture, 
in the Bell Beaker·Csepel group. in the 
Proto-Nagyrev culture and in the Glina 111-
Schneckenberg c ulture. Similarly, the 
distrihuoinn and the cultural context of oil 
lamps t hat were hithert o h1cking in the 
Somogyvar-Vinkovc i culture, but were 
presem in the Mak6, the Bell Beaker and 
the Ljubljana culture. as well as in the Bela 
Crkva a nd lg group, must also be re
assessed. Further studies must also be de
voted 10 the anthropomorphic and zoo
morphic depictions that appear 10 be super
ficially similar in various cultures, but might 
easily have had a different cultural selling. 
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